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Welcome

to Floor Coverings International. We
are pleased to bring you this Inspiration & Design Guide and hope
that it will unleash dreams and ideas for your own home, while also
providing valuable information to get you started on your new floors.
We believe that your home should inspire you every day, and we
appreciate this opportunity to help you on your way.
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How We Work
With You
As North America’s leading boutique flooring
company, we understand how the right flooring
materials and design can make a tremendous
difference in the look, feeling, and functionality of
a room. Our ultimate goal is to provide you with
the perfect floors for your home while delivering
a customer experience that exceeds expectations.
We begin the process of selection and design with
input from you on your lifestyle, needs, taste, and
budget during a complimentary consultation in
your home. We’ll arrive at a customized, inspired
solution for your home, measure for a perfect fit,
and install your new floors with utmost care.
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The Design Process
Our Design Associate will come to your home with
the specific skill to design the flooring solution that
will inspire you, and that is perfect for your home.
Every one of our Design Associates is trained to be
an expert in both flooring knowledge and flooring
design. We are experts in knowing the features and
benefits of all types of flooring material, and how
to create the right design for your home, either
from one material or using several in one design.
Our goal is to inspire you, and to open up for you
a world of opportunity to create the most beautiful
and appropriate flooring solution.
One way we do this is with our InspireNet™
computerized visualization system. This tool allows
us to try out various materials, colors, textures and
patterns using digital photos of your rooms. You’ll
be amazed at how material and design choices can
vary the look and mood of a room – and best of all,
you can see before you buy.
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Room Design
Considerations
No doubt you’ve looked at home-related magazines, books, web sites, and friends’
homes and wondered – how did all of these elements come together to get this
look? Why do I like some looks better than others? How can I be sure my new
flooring ties it all together? And most importantly, Where do I start?
Pulling together the look of an entire room does not necessarily have to be
complicated, but there are several steps that should be followed to help ensure
that you end up with a room you love and that also reflects your personal style.

Your Design Influences
First, you need to determine an overall style – what looks do you like most? Why
do you like them? A great place to start is by looking at books, magazines, web
sites, and more and marking what catches your eye. It could be an entire room,
just the window treatments, or a particular piece of furniture. You will find that
your eye gravitates toward certain color palettes, furniture types, floors, and
fabrics. This doesn’t mean you should aim to include every source of inspiration
into your room design, but this exercise can help focus your attention on the
styles that have the greatest appeal.

Your Design Mood
One way to determine the mood of a space is to ask yourself what feeling you
want to have when you (and family or friends) walk into the room. There are
any number of moods a room can project – relaxed, polished, bold, understated,
formal, or colorful, just to name a few. Some moods can work together very well;
for example, casual and warm, or neutral and serene. You will likely see that your
Design Influences project much of those same feelings to you.
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Room Design Considerations

Realistic Function
Another key factor to consider early on is how the room will be used. Will it
carry a lot of household traffic? How about children and pets? Does it need to do
double-duty as both a guest room and a home office? How will the room be used
on a daily basis? A great-looking space that doesn’t work for you is an unsuccessful space. A thoughtful and appropriate design will truly meet your needs – not
just visually but functionally as well.

Some Elements of Design
Many people become overwhelmed when choosing colors and patterns – whether
it’s for flooring, upholstery, window treatments, or paint and wallpaper. Look
at colors together to see how they work – a good approach is often a relatively
neutral palette punched up with fields of pattern or stronger colors. Don’t be
afraid to mix patterns, but do so with care. For example, a striped sofa can be
accented with pillows in other patterns – just be sure the colors work together
and that the patterns harmonize with one another. Use samples and swatches
whenever possible to determine compatibility.
Flooring is a great way to introduce pattern into a room. Whether it’s a hardwood
floor in a herringbone design, or stone flooring with inlays or borders of tile,
patterns can be used creatively in almost any room. Patterned flooring can define
a space or provide an interesting visual accent.
Texture is another way to add interest to any space. For example, if your room has
smooth, polished finishes, the contrast of a rug or carpeting with an interesting
texture lets the other materials in the room stand out.
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Flooring Types
We offer a beautiful selection from the finest manufacturers in
both North America and around the world, and we believe it
is a selection unmatched anywhere else. Our product selection
covers all types of materials you might consider for a flooring
design in your home – carpet, hardwood, ceramic tile, vinyl,
specialty products from bamboo to slate, and accents like glass.
We invite you to take a look at these designs and materials, and
prepare be inspired.

Carpet

Carpet comes in an almost endless array of colors and
styles for the look and feeling you want. Textures are plush,
tailored, or patterned to bring out the personality of almost
any room. Our Design Associate will help you review the
best carpet options for your desired style and budget. Here
are some factors to consider when thinking about carpet:

Lifestyle Choice
• Carpet is comfortable, soft, and warm underfoot
• Sound absorbing fibers and proper padding mean quieter rooms,
making carpet a popular choice for second-story hallways and
bedrooms
• Regular vacuuming and periodic shampooing greatly prolong
the life of your carpet

Style Choice
• C
 ountless colors and textures allow carpet to fit into almost any
décor
• Dark, rich colors can draw a room in, creating a cozy feel
• Lighter colored carpet opens up a room and can make it seem
larger

Also consider that:
• C
 arpet may be a challenge to keep clean if it is used in areas that
are subject to stains and moisture, such as a laundry room
• Carpet in strong, bold colors may limit your future
options when repainting walls or changing furniture
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hardwood

Hardwood provides a luxurious look and a solid feel. The
variety of species and finishes available make hardwood
flooring as adaptable to your space as you need it to be. Our
Design Associate can even design a custom hardwood flooringpattern that fits your room perfectly. Diagonal, herringbone, borders, and other patterns add interest to a room
and take a hardwood floor from beautiful to extraordinary.

Lifestyle Choice
• H
 ardwood flooring does not retain dust, pollen, and other allergens
• Regular sweeping is generally all that is needed to keep hardwood
floors looking great
• Hardwood flooring is durable and can potentially last many
lifetimes

Style Choice
• H
 ardwood floors add a warm, natural look to formal, relaxed, or
modern looks–and almost every style in between
• Wood flooring is available in a wide range of species, finishes, and
widths to create specialized looks for almost any room

Also consider that:
• P
 eriodic refinishing and scuff/scratch repair may be required to keep
hardwood flooring looking its best
• Footsteps and ambient echoes can cause rooms with hardwood
flooring to be noisy. Area rugs are often used to counter this effect
• In general, wood flooring is not recommended for rooms or areas
subject to water or moisture exposure
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Natural Stone & Tile

Adaptable enough for almost any space, ceramic tile and
natural stone such as granite, slate, and marble are among
the most versatile flooring materials available. A wide range
of textures, colors, and tones provides a palette for almost
endless design possibilities. Our Design Associate can create
the perfect look for you using patterns ranging from simple
lines to more elaborate options customized for each room.

Lifestyle Choice
• T
 he durability of stone and ceramic tile makes them well-suited to
high traffic areas
• Ceramic or glass tile is especially popular in entryways, bathrooms,
and kitchens
• Stone and tile flooring can usually be cleaned using only a damp
mop or sponge
• Some stone flooring can be sealed for better stain resistance,
depending on the specific material used

Style Choice
• T
 ile comes in a huge assortment of sizes, colors, patterns, and finishes
• Grout color can be customized to match or contrast with your
choice of tile
• Accent tiles, mosaics, and pattern options are limited only by the
imagination and give your home a unique look

Also consider that:
• S ome tile surfaces can be slick, especially when wet, while other
types of tile provide greater traction
• Standing for long periods on a stone or tile floor can result in sore
or tired feet
• Tile doesn’t retain heat well, so it may feel cold to bare feet in winter
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Laminates

Laminate floors are made to look like just about any
hard-surface material imaginable and are available in wood,
stone, ceramic tile looks and more. Laminates provide
durability and a great deal of flexibility in style and look.

Lifestyle Choice
• L
 aminate flooring is extremely resistant to warping, stains and wear
• Easy to clean and maintain, no waxing required
• Sweeping or vacuuming keeps floors grit-free and prevents
scratches to the finish

Style Choice
• Y
 ou can achieve almost any look you want with today’s laminates
• In many cases, laminate can be applied over existing vinyl flooring
to quickly and easily update the look of a room

Also consider that:
• As with any hard surface, laminate flooring can be slippery when wet
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Luxury Vinyl

Vinyl flooring is an extremely popular choice for kitchens,
laundry rooms, and any area subject to water drops or spills.
Stone, tile, and wood gram are among the many looks made
possible with luxury vinyl.

Lifestyle Choice
• V
 inyl is generally comfortable to stand on and is more shockabsorbing than harder surfaces
• It is very easy to clean and maintain and is waterproof
• You can expect many years of good looks and durability from a
quality vinyl floor

Style Choice
• A
 vailable in hundreds of colors, textures, and patterns
• You can get a great look at a reasonable price
• Vinyl can be customized with accent pieces or other individual
touches

Also consider that:
• Some lesser-quality vinyl flooring is subject to marking or pulling
• A quality plywood underlayment is recommended for long term
product durability
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Eco-Friendly
Flooring Options

Green is more than a fashion color. Eco-friendly flooring has become more
popular than ever amid growing concerns about resources, manufacturing
processes, and sustainability issues. Floor Coverings International offers a
selection of environmentally friendly flooring options including renewable/
sustainable hardwood products, natural linoleum, cork, bamboo, and
more – and we’re adding new options as they become available.
Recyclable carpet is another option that is not only manufactured using
recycled materials, it can be recycled to make new carpet again and again.
Ask your Design Associate about the wide range of colors, textures, and
styles available.
Cork and bamboo are fast-growing, readily renewable plant materials and
are beautiful alternatives to standard flooring material. Cork flooring is
warm and resilient, available in neutrals and bold colors, and can be sealed
for extra water resistance. Durable bamboo flooring gives a sleek, stylish
look to almost any room, is available in a variety of colors, and can be
harder than many hardwood species.
At Floor Coverings International our eco-friendly options are designed
to look beautiful and treat the Earth’s resources responsibly. Our Design
Associates will be happy to show you how these floors can transform a
room or an entire home with their spectacular looks.
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We invite you to discover the Floor Coverings International difference
for yourself. Just visit www.floorcoveringsinternational.com, or call
1-800-DIAL FCI to schedule your complimentary in-home consultation.

floorcoveringsinternational.com

